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Kewanee’s First Aerial Photographer
Russell T. Neville Learned How to Keep a Steady Hand in a Roaring Plane in the Roaring ’20s
“A few years ago, our fair city was visited by
a stray aviator who carried passengers for
brief flights at fifteen dollars per trip. That
was, and still is, a lot of money; but perhaps
I got more thrill out of that ride at that
price, than from any since . . . . Without
knowing anything about conditions up
above, I climbed blithely into the rear
seat, was duly strapped in like a baby
in a high-chair, and asked to sign my
consent to the aviator killing me, without financial recourse.”
So wrote Kewanee attorney and amateur
photographer Russell T. Neville in a 1925
PHOTO-ERA MAGAZINE article about his first
flight in the early 1920s during which he tried
to take photographs of our hometown below.

“I climbed blithely into the
rear seat [of the airplane], was
duly strapped in like a baby in
a high-chair, and asked to
sign my consent to the aviator
killing me, without financial
recourse.”
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“At the most dangerous
height, about four hundred
feet, the motor began to gasp
and stutter, and before I realized what it all meant, I discovered that Mother Earth was
rushing up very rapidly to enfold us.”
Due to the wind, vibrations, and his overall
lack of skill in trying to hang out of a flying
machine while hanging onto his heavy camera
one-handed, most of his photos were of parts
of the plane rather than the scenery below.
But Neville was hooked. On his next flight,
he had a better idea of what to expect. Unfortunately, the plane refused to cooperate:
“At the most dangerous height, about four hundred feet, the motor began to gasp and stutter,
and before I realized what it all meant, I discovered that Mother Earth was rushing up very
rapidly to enfold us. . . . In time shorter than
required to tell about it, I found that we
were skittering over the tops of maRussell T.
turing corn . . .
Neville, 1925
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What happened next?

“Then with a crash, we struck,
turned over, and I hung suspended by the so-called lifebelt, from whose fond embrace
I was utterly powerless to free
myself. I hung head down
wondering what next.”

“Then with a crash, we
struck, turned over, and I
hung suspended by the socalled life-belt, from whose
fond embrace I was utterly
powerless to free myself. I
hung head down wondering
what next. Then the pilot,
fortunately not injured,
crawled under, cut the belt and allowed me to
fall out on my head. Aside from a bleeding
nose, caused by a bump against the edge of
the cockpit, I was all right. I
found an ear of corn in my
pocket, and I now claim to
be the only person who
ever picked corn from an
airplane.”

newspaper.
Back on the ground, and with help with photographer friends, Neville built a special camera
from scratch to help overcome the infirmities he
had discovered in his other cameras.
With hopes high, they took off again –
and again and again and again:

Undaunted,
Neville
climbed into his third aircraft later that same day,
and was able to obtain at
least a few decent photos, but there were
mostly magnificent
failures.
It was a while before Neville’s next
flight. But he spent
time thinking about
how better to take

Neville’s
homemade camera in 1925
Photo-Era Magazine
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photos from the air. When a local friend bought a plane, a
“Jenny” with Canuck wings
(“maybe it’s the other way
around. I can never remember”), Neville was airborne
again with a camera in hand.
They flew some 35 miles over
land which had been recently
flooded, and Neville took many
photos of the devastation for the

“And once again we soared
aloft. In fact, we soared
aloft many, many
times. And results were always
about the same—
from ten to fifteen
per cent of fair to
middlin’ negatives. This rather
took the joy out of
life for us, because
we believed that we had
a fool-proof camera, and
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all we needed to do was to
step into the ship, say ‘Take
me up Fred (Kewanee pilot
Fred Machesney), I crave
aerial photographs,’ and
aerial photographs would
result. It's a sad tale . . . and
the
resulting negatives
brought weeping, wailing,
and gnashing of teeth.”

“Neville had been standing up
in the front seat of the plane,
turning around and leaning
out the left side of the body of
the craft, bracing his right
shoulder against the wingstrut, or rather holding the
strut clasped between his
shoulder and face.”

Neville, his photographer
friend, and the pilot then analyzed his technique. Neville had
been standing up in the front seat of the plane, turning around and leaning out the left side of the body
of the craft, bracing his right shoulder against the
wing-strut, or rather holding the strut clasped between his shoulder and face. Sometimes, to further
steady himself as the plane swayed and tossed, he
leaned his left arm on the top of the fuselage.

The three men decided that too much vibration
was being communicated from the plane through Neville to the camera. So, Neville changed position
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again, bracing himself with his
breast instead of his shoulder. It
helped, along with a few more
tweaks to his homemade camera.

Neville then took his camera
and technique to expert U.S.
Army personnel at Scott Field in
Belleville, Illinois. One of the
officers examining Neville’s
crude aerial camera said it was
the first time that he “ever knew
a picture could be made with a
piece of packing-box, a mass of rubber bands, tencent store hardware and tire-tape.” Neville, however, called the expert’s attention to the fact that he
omitted the one requisite:
“[B]rains to use that equipment, and [the expert] acknowledged his mistake. I might add
that a certain degree of what, for polite usage,
might be designated as ‘intestinal fortitude,’ is
required for aerial photography.”
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“It’s a lot of fun, there’s a
thrill to it, and for myself, I
now have a fine collection of
aerial negatives which show
our whole city, and I believe
they’ll constantly increase in
value with the passing years.
Try to see what you get.”
The experts, fortunately, were able to
give Neville further ideas for improving
both the camera and his techniques. Gradually, Neville perfected his method, even
though failures still occurred with regularity. But Neville believed that
“it’s a lot of fun, there’s a thrill to it, and
for myself, I now have a fine collection of aerial negatives which show our whole city, and
I believe they’ll constantly increase in value
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with the passing years. Try to see what you
get.”
Russell T. Neville certainly had the brains, intesti-
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nal fortitude, and skills to lead a life of daring adventure for the purpose of capturing events on film. And,
I’d say those photos of our hometown have some
value. Wouldn’t you?
(I’ve written a number of stories about Russell T.
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Neville, an amazing Kewanee man whose life was
full of real adventure. A trained attorney, Neville was
a renowned caver, photographer, and lecturer. I’ll
be writing more about him and his exploit in the future.)
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